INTERNAL SAFETY
LEADERSHIP COACHES
Build your internal capability for long-term independent success

OUTCOMES
-

Build your internal safety leadership coaching capability
Independently sustain change
Toolkit to embed concepts and language operationally
Cascade coaching skills throughout the business

ABOUT THE PROGRAM
-

THE PROGRAM COVERS

The role of a safety leadership coach
The neuroscience of influence and
facilitation
Strategies to engage different personality
types
Influence individuals and small teams
Quality questions to empower ownership
Universal skills you can apply across the
business

- Individual scorecard to evaluate coaching
capability
- Workshop series
- Individual and small team coaching
- Application process

DELIVERY FORMAT
The program is a 24-week process which includes
evaluation, skill development, coaching and
follow up.

The Internal Safety Coaches program ensures you
have the capability to sustain program impact
and continue to drive change. It provides a range
of resources – from scripted coaching sessions to
posters and a toolbox talks presentation series. It
is designed to ensure program impact and
learning is sustained and thrives beyond the
completion of the program.
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Sustaining program impact and embedding concepts in operations is a challenge for
many organisations who invest in training. Too often, workload and deadlines get in
the way of the best intentions and learning fades to a memory.

BACKGROUND

Our Internal coaches program is designed to develop your internal capability to embed
program concepts and language and ensure success is sustained.
We believe that real success can only be declared when sustained long after we have
left the scene.
We are committed to helping you to build your internal capability so that you are flying
solo.

Jonah Group’s experts know safety.
Not just because they have studied it – but because they have lived it.
In 1999, founders Nada and Robert Wentzel were involved in an horrific accident
which left them burned and scarred.

WHY USE
JONAH
GROUP

The accident led to a life-long inquiry to discover why smart people are capable of
such mistakes.
Today, they share that knowledge with leaders from the board room to the front line,
driving real change in people’s attitudes, behaviour and mindset – and ensuring
safety and wellbeing.
In a world where more than 2 million die every year from work related accidents and
disease, safety is Jonah Group’s mission.
Whether mental health or physical safety, Jonah Group’s experts teach people the
science of risk and help leaders build sustainable cultures of safety.
Jonah Group. Saving Lives. Protecting business.

“Through my 42-year career in industry and academia, I’ve found only a few key
talents, that possess the co-ability to have on-target situational discernment and
coach ideal paths forward, in real time. And, to be able to do it equally at both the
organisational and individual level; innovatively creating tailored solutions – not
proffering canned approaches, makes theirs particularly unique.
The Jonah Group adds a genuine character trait of caring to their knowledge of
organizational behaviour and already powerful skillset, and you get 400% of a loyal,
dedicated, competent, confidante that liberates you to have on-going individual
and organsational breakthroughs. Nada particularly is a “must have” executive
coach. And, a powerful, relational speaker to audiences of any size.”
Jack Hinton
Chief HSE Officer Emeritus

Contact us today to learn how
we can help you
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+61 (2) 8324 1421
jonahgroup.com.au
contact@jonahgroup.com.au

